Approximately 40% of patients admitted to the medical intensive care unit (ICU) require mechanical ventilation. An accurate prediction of successful extubation in patients is a key clinical problem in ICU due to the fact that the successful extubation is highly associated with prolonged ICU stay. The prolonged ICU stay is also associated with increasing cost and mortality rate in healthcare system. This study is retrospective in the aspect of ICU. Hence, a total of 41 patients were selected from the largest academic medical center in Taiwan. Our experimental results show that predicting successful rate of 87.8% is obtained from the proposed predicting function. Based on several types of statistics analysis, including logistic regression analysis, discriminant analysis, and bootstrap method, three major successful extubation predictors, namely, rapid shallow breathing index, respiratory rate, and minute ventilation, are revealed. The prediction of successful extubation function is proposed for patients, ICU, physicians, and hospital for reference.
Introduction
In recent years, human activities, such as burning of fossil fuels and coal, have led to dust-storm, frog, and haze [1] . Several epidemiological studies have shown the effects of chronic exposure to air pollution (e.g., PM 2.5 , nitrogen dioxide, and NO 2 ) on lung function [2] . Air pollution is closely related to both the development and exacerbation of pulmonary disease. In the worst case, approximately 40% of all pulmonary disease patients in medical intensive care unit (ICU) require mechanical ventilation [3, 4] . Many of them are extubated in 2 to 4 days after the start of ventilation, whereas up to 25% require mechanical ventilation for more than 7 days [5] . In spite of weaning protocols, automated systems, daily spontaneous breathing trials, and pressuresupport ventilation, it is estimated that 20-30% of patients cannot be extubated upon the first weaning attempt [6] . 29% met the criteria for extubation failure [7] , and 40% extubation failure was found in acute ischemic stroke patients [8] .
The rapid shallow breathing index (respiratory frequency/tidal volume, / ) and spontaneous breathing trials (SBT) have been recognized as useful markers in predicting successful weaning from mechanical ventilation. However, they are imperfect, and clinicians always incorporate other factors for final extubation decision. The traditional extubation decision is solely based on expert clinical judgment. For instance, continuous positive airway pressure could be tolerated at 5 to 7 cm H 2 O without fatigue for 12 hours, arterial PO 2 > 80 mmHg on room air, and bulbar paresis improved. Some studies have predicted the timing of extubation [9] . The factor predicting extubation success in patients in neurocritical care units is addressed [10] , and early predictors of extubation success in acute ischemic stroke are studied [8] . Farghaly and Hasan [11] proposed diaphragm ultrasound as a 2 BioMed Research International new method to predict extubation outcome in mechanically ventilated patients. A prospective observational cohort study is performed to predict extubation failure after successful completion of a SBT [12] . Zettervall et al. [13] aimed to evaluate the effect of extubation time on patient's outcomes after endovascular aneurysm repair and open repair. Miu et al. [14] proposed two prediction models for extubation failure in subjects who have passed an SBT: one for failure at any time and another for failure in the first 24 hours after extubation. Savi et al. [15] evaluated the potential of weaning predictors during extubation. All of above-mentioned methods are not always precise. Therefore, a precise prediction of successful extubation for patients is an important issue and worthy of study. A delay in extubation can increase the risk of ventilatorrelated complications such as pneumonia, tracheobronchitis, or barotrauma. A premature extubation may lead to the necessity of reintubation with an associated increase in the risk of ventilator-associated pneumonia and airway trauma. The delay or premature extubation may lead to prolonged ICU stay [16] . The prolonged ICU stay is also associated with increased cost and decreased mortality rate in healthcare systems. Therefore, accurate prediction of successful extubation is a key clinical problem. However, no prior work has been done to provide a good prediction function of successful extubation for decision making. In order to provide more precise prediction of successful extubation in ICU, the retrospective study is conducted. Hence, the purpose of this study is to find the key predictors of the successful extubation in critically ill patients. In addition, this study aims to develop a prediction function of successful extubation for effective decision making of extubation
Material and Methods

Data Collection.
This study was conducted at the Chang Gung Memorial Hospital (CGMH) in Taiwan that was approved by the Institutional Review Board (number 103-6085B) of the hospital. CGMH is one of the world's leading medical centers and currently Taiwan's largest hospital with 3700 beds. In order to meet the requirements of medical services, CGMH has set up many hospitals in Taiwan and China. For this study, 10 weaning indices are reviewed and analyzed, as shown in Table 1 . 41 critically ill patients under ICU weaning protocols are randomly selected. Although the sample size is relatively small, the minimum acceptance level is defined as 30 samples [10, 11] . The mean age was 74 ± 2 years. 27 patients were men (65.8%) and 14 were women (34.1%). Other demographic details are listed in Tables 2  and 3 . First, we discussed assessment success factors and weights of extubation with professional doctors. Then, we obtained necessary critical data for all patients from ICU staff screening to facilitate the experimental study. In order to filter out successful extubation predictors, following weaning protocols, we used the Delphi method with face-to-face interviews and consultation with 8 professional doctors in the department of chest diseases at CGMH, who helped to obtain the most important 9 successful extubation predictors, such as (1) gender; (2) Glasgow Coma Scale (GCS): E (eye), V (verbal), and M (motor) score; (3) respiratory rate (RR) ( ); (4) minute ventilation (MV); (5) maximal inspiratory pressure (PiMax or MIP); (6) rapid shallow breathing index (RSBI); (7) arterial blood gas (ABS) and PH; (8) arterial carbon dioxide tension (PaCO 2 ); and (9) partial pressure of oxygen (PaO 2 ). In order to solve this problem, an experimental procedure is conducted, as shown in Figure 1. 
Statistical Analysis.
Among the 41 patients included in this study, 23 (56%) were successfully extubated. All statistical analyses are considered significant when < 0.05 in two-tailed -tests. Statistical calculations are performed using the IBM Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS) software. The extubation failure is defined as reintubation within 48 hours of extubation. Table 4 shows the successful extubation as well as extubation failure groups. Three predictors, GCS, MV, and RSBI, reach the significance level of 0.05. To find the relative importance weights among the 9 successful extubation predictors, multivariate logistic regression analysis is used to obtain a correlation matrix, as shown in Table 5 Table 6 . Based on the method proposed by Braun and Oswald [33] , the standardized beta coefficients and rescaled relative weighting values of RSBI (32.5%), RR (22%), and MV (18%) were found as the top three predictors. Others predictors are gender (10%), PaO 2 (8%), PH (6%), GCS (2%), PiMax (1%), and PaCO 2 (0%).
Logistic Regression Analysis.
Logistic regression analysis is used to obtain the rate of successful extubation, as shown in Table 7 
where is the probability of successful extubation.
BioMed Research International 3 Minute ventilation (MV) The total lung ventilation per minute is the product of tidal volume and respiration rate. It is measured by expired gas collection for a period of 1 to 3 minutes. The normal rate is 5 to 10 liters per minute.
Epstein, 1995 [17] Rapid shallow breathing index (RSBI) The rapid shallow breathing index (RSBI) is a tool that is used in the weaning of MV in intensive care units. The RSBI is defined as the ratio of respiratory frequency to tidal volume ( / Static compliance of the respiratory system (Cst, rs) The static compliance of the respiratory system (Cst, rs) is measured using volume control ventilation.
Nemer et al., 2009 [19] Time inspiratory effort (TIE) The timed inspiratory effort (TIE) index was developed based on the premise that patients with poor neuromuscular efficiency need more time to develop a maximal effort during the occlusion maneuver.
de Souza et al., 2013 [28] Arterial blood gas (ABS) Arterial blood gas (ABG) is a blood test that is performed using blood from an artery. The PSEF is solved using IBM SPSS software syntax to obtain the successful rate of the observation as 87.8%, as shown in Table 9 . As a result, a high accuracy rate of the PSEF is obtained. Only 5 observations are misjudged. The reasons for classification of logistic regression analysis are shown in Table 8 . The values of sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive, negative predictive, false positive rate, and false negative rate can be obtained as 0.957, 0.778, 0.846, 0.933, 0.153, and 0.066, respectively. This indicates that the PSEF has a high rate of successful classification.
Comparing the Classification Rates of the Two Methods.
The summary of classifications of 9 extubation predictors by discriminant analysis and logistic regression analysis is used to validate the classification results, as shown in Table 10 . The logistic regression analysis offers a successful classification rate of 80.5% and discriminant analysis gives a successful classification rate of 87.8% for prediction of extubation. Table 11 ) affects the PSEF. The fail function of classifying groups is given as follows: IBM SPSS software with Fisher's linear discriminant function is used to obtain the probability values. Figure 2 shows the scatter plot of the probability of classification for top three predictors in different functions, when the default cutoff point is 0.5 and the prediction probability is greater than 0.5. Top three predictors reveal very little difference in the distance (0 and 1). It is observed that the classification function can be accurately predicted. Figure 3 shows the 8 misjudged observations and 33 correctly predicted observations in discriminant classification function. In order to verify the correctness of the classification of Fisher's linear discriminant functions, we use Press' formula to test the predictability of the clustering results and get a Press' value = 15.24 > 3.84. Indeed, it is a good classification. As seen in Figure 4 , there are four misclassified samples (which actually should be attributed to fail extubation group). There are four other misclassified samples, which actually should be attributed to the successful extubation group [34] . Delphi method with face-to-face interviews and consultation with 8 professional doctors are performed to obtain 9 extubation predictors.
Discriminant Classification
Filtering the successful extubation index
(1) Logistic regression analysis is used to correctly predict the probability of extubation success.
(2) Discriminant analysis (DA) is used to classify extubation functions.
(3) Bootstrap method is used to prove the robust consistency of the results.
Methodologies
(1) Nine extubation success predictors are used to predict probability functions. Therefore, the bootstrap method is used to reduce the gap between the sample data and the general population by estimating path coefficients repeatedly [35] . Bootstrapping is also undertaken to confirm the robustness of the findings. To do this, our study uses the IBM SPSS of bootstrap method [36] to generate 1000 random numbers. Bootstrap samples were built by resampling with replacement of the original sample. Finally, the repeating presentation pattern of the sampling results shows robust consistency. The bootstrapping method is commonly used to calculate confidence intervals around the success indexer estimates. The summary results for bootstrapping are provided in Table 12 
Discussion
RSBI < 105 has 90% sensitivity, whereas 18% specificity was found. Artificial neural network has been used to predict extubation outcome although its result varies in different studies [37, 38] . Miu et al. [14] proposed a few important risk factors for extubation failure. For instance, oxygenation was an important component of early failure. Lower diastolic blood pressure and repeatedly failed SBT are significant contributors to extubation failure at any time. Two prediction models for extubation failure are found in subjects who have passed an SBT: one for failure at any time and another for failure in the first 24 hours after extubation. Approximately, both models showed 70% accuracy when correct predicting was obtained. Nguyen et al. [10] found that lower negative inspiratory force and higher vital capacity are corrected with successful extubation. SBT is the major diagnostic test to determine whether patients can be successfully extubated [39] . Lioutas et al. [8] indicated that conventional respiratory parameters have no effect on extubation success in acute ischemic stroke patients. The PaCO 2 appears as a strong predictor of extubation failure [12] . However, all of the above-mentioned methods are not always precise and do not provide a decision function for aiding the decision making of extubation.
Except weaning predictors, some clinical rules such as mental status and endotracheal secretions are used to predict extubation failure [40] . Muscle weakness resulting from critical illness polyneuropathy or myopathy causes failure to wean from the ventilator. Farghaly and Hasan [11] proposed diaphragm ultrasound as a new method to predict extubation outcome in mechanically ventilated patients. Besides, prolonged mechanical ventilation is defined as greater than 21 days of mechanical ventilation for at least 6 hours per day. Failed weaning had a lower hypercapnic ventilatory response than successfully weaned subjects [41] .
In this retrospective study, we found a more precise function for prediction of successful extubation in ICU of CGMH. Our experimental results show that predicting successful rate of 87.8% is obtained from the proposed predicting function. Multiple statistical methods are used to obtain the prediction of successful extubation function, 2 . In addition, the bootstrap method is used to confirm the robustness of the findings. Top three predictors, namely, RSBI (32.5%), RR (22%), and MV (18%), are found for successful extubation in ICU of CGMH. The prediction of successful extubation function is also provided for aiding the clinicians to make a more precise extubation decision for patients in ICU to avoid delay or premature extubation against the potential harms of patients. This decision is very important because the failed extubation is associated with worse patient outcome.
Limitations
Our study has several limitations: (1) overoptimistic estimate of the predictive performance is a problem because a small size of the data set is used in this retrospective study; (2) an external validation can be used to enhance robustness of the prediction of successful extubation function [42] ; (3) not all clinical weaning predictors, such as diaphragm movement, endotracheal secretions, or hypercapnic ventilatory response were collected in each patient; (4) the number of patients in this retrospective study was relatively small. However, the study emphasized the methodologies for the weaning predictors. We recommend that further studies are needed to evaluate larger samples of respiratory ICU patients.
Conclusion
The results show several strengths of relative weights. First, relative weights add up to 2 [36] . Additionally, relative weights are easy to explain to researchers [43] . Second, three major predictors of success of extubation are found in both discriminant analysis and logistic analysis. A successful classification rate of 87.8% was obtained to avoid delay or premature extubation against the potential harms and costs of failed extubation. The prediction of successful extubation function was derived, which can easily be used to aid clinical extubation judgment. Our study is a monocentric retrospective pilot trial involving limited number of critically ill patients. Further studies are needed in terms of larger and more heterogeneous patient groups to precisely revise the coefficients of PSEF.
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